
VINOD KHOSLA HAS NO RIGHT TO CHARGE CALIFORNIA $30M FOR HIS
NUCLEAR BEACH

The History-Making California
Disaster
That Can Never Be Covered
Up:
Fuku-Fornia!
SILICON VALLEY OLIGARCHS CONTROL CALIFORNIA MEDIA AND HUSH UP
THIS DISASTER

While California is talking about leaving the United States, a horrific situation
may require that the United States build a Chernobyl-type wall between
California and the rest of America.

That wall will not be due to a political disaster but, rather, a radioactive
disaster.

Realty associations, Chambers of Commerce and Jerry Brown are spending
billions of dollars on PR counter-measures to say “nothing to see here” about
the Fukushima radiation.

You can cover-up lots of big bad things but radiation detectors are now very
cheap and easy to get and California has so much Coast-line that the entire U.S.
Army could not keep people away from it.
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There is no possible way to stop boat owners and the general public from
dipping their Cesium probes, fiber test strips and EBAY-purchased radiation
detectors in the Pacific Ocean.

The tons of hyper radioactive water pouring into the Pacific Ocean in Japan has
been discovered to be a thousand times more radioactive than once thought.
Forget about causing Godzilla. There is enough Cesium coming off the North
coast of Japan to kill Godzilla!

The water pouring out of Japan swirls around the Pacific drum and pastes itself
into the sandy beaches of California and Oregon where it is sucked deep inland,
like a sponge, through a process called deep soil transit.

4 parts per metric of this kind of radiation will kill you. Fukushima is pouring
600 PARTS PER METRIC, by THE TON, into the Pacific Ocean. That is a
seriously bad thing!!!!

The Silicon Valley Oligarchs tell their owned newspapers and lap dog Jerry
Brown to hush up the disaster because they all own lovely coastal property
investments.

Fukushima nuclear reactor radiation at highest level since 2011 ...

Cranes over the Fukushima Daiichi plant in February 2016. ... is far higher than
the previous record of 73 sieverts an hour detected by sensors in 2012. ... at
this stage,” Tepco's spokesman Tatsuhiro Yamagishi told AFP.

google news cached proxied

https://www.theguardian.com/environmen[...]ion-levels-highest-since-2011-
meltdown

Fukushima Report Declassified: Worse Than We Were Told

General aerial view of Tokyo Electric Power Co. (TEPCO)'s tsunami-crippled
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant in Fukushima prefecture, taken by
Kyodo March 11, 2015. Wednesday marks the fourth year anniversary of the
March 11, 2011 earthquake and ...

bing news cached proxied
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http://www.healthfreedoms.org/fukushim[...]-declassified-worse-than-we-were-
told/

Fukushima: Worse Than a Disaster

They’re not radioactive and still much faster than rubbing two sticks together ...
Still, Prime Minister Abe told the Olympic selection committee that Fukushima
was “under control.” “This debate has dogged him since his Sept.

google news bing news cached proxied

http://www.counterpunch.org/2016/06/07/fukushima-worse-than-a-disaster/

Fukushima report declassified: Worse than we were told

Another report this week revealed there are more than nine million bags of
nuclear material piling up in Japan, according to the Fukushima Prefecture and
the Environment Ministry. Anti-nuclear activist Dr Helen Caldicott said during
the crisis that if unit ...

google news bing news cached proxied

https://www.rt.com/news/325663-fukushima-nuclear-report-declassified/

Why Fukushima's High Radiation Levels are Actually a Good Thing

... Fukushima has again made headlines with some seemingly worse ... As told
by experts, a tenth of a sievert (100 millisieverts) increases the ... What experts
found is just an area with radiation levels much higher than before.

google news cached proxied

http://nextshark.com/fukushima-plant-r[...]ion-detected-is-actually-a-good-thing/

The Fukushima disaster is much worse than you are being told

The truth about the Fukushima disaster is not revealed to the public. The truth
is much worse than it was said ... A government mole told her. According to
Mako, TEPCO and the government deliberately cover-up deaths of Fukushima
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workers, and not only ...

bing news cached proxied

http://mirrorspectrum.com/info/the-fuk[...]-is-much-worse-than-you-are-being-
told

John Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly,

Vinod Khosla and Steve Jurvetson manipulated faked public fear in

order to scam trillions of taxpayer dollars

US govt agency manipulated data to
exaggerate ‘climate change’ ahead
of UN conference – whistleblower
February 9, 2017

Facebook
Twitter
Google +
Stumbleupon

A recently-retired top scientist from the America’s National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has accused his superiors of fudging data
to hide a slowdown in the rise of global temperatures ahead of the UN Climate
Change Conference in 2015.

John Bates told the Mail on Sunday that Thomas Karl, the head of the climate
change department at the government agency, authored a paper based on
doctored data, “rushed” it into publication, and then saw his work used to make
international commitments to fight global warming worth hundreds of billions of
dollars.
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Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, Microsoft co-founder Bill
Gates, Former US President Barack Obama, French President Francois

Hollande and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the Paris Climate
Conference in 2015.

After rising by 0.113C per decade between 1950 and 1999, temperatures
appeared to have stabilized between 2000 and 2014, despite rising levels of
CO2 emissions, which climate change scientists said were responsible for the
earlier warming.

The “pause,” unveiled in a 2012 UN report, shook up the entire scientific
community, and cast doubt upon hundreds of models confidently predicting a
trend of accelerating warming.
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The main Pausebuster study graph.

But then, Karl’s “pausebuster” paper emerged, just months before Barack
Obama, Angela Merkel and scores of other world leaders congregated in Paris,
showing that global warming was not slowing down, but actually accelerating to
0.116C per decade.

Bates said that in the period preceding the publication, Karl was “insisting on
decisions and scientific choices that maximized warming and minimized
documentation… in an effort to discredit the notion of a global warming pause,
rushed so that he could time publication to influence national and international
deliberations on climate policy.”

Bates claims that the land temperature readings cited in the study were
calculated using two combined historical records, with the help of an unfinished
and buggy piece of software, whose findings cannot be independently verified,
and have still not been confirmed by the authors. For the sea temperature
records, Karl decided to use temperatures collected by ships.
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“They had good data from buoys. And they threw it out and ‘corrected’ it by
using the bad data from ships. You never change good data to agree with bad,
but that’s what they did – so as to make it look as if the sea was warmer,” said
the scientist.

Bates, who had devised the internal data evaluation protocol at NOAA, claimed
that he gave his colleagues a “hard time” about their conclusions, and “they
never really justified what they were doing.” He insists that the paper never
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passed the agency’s own evaluation criteria.

Once published, it was immediately questioned by notable climate sceptics, and
Republican House Science Committee Chairman Lamar Smith, operating from
data obtained from a then-unknown “whistleblowers” subpoenaed NOAA,
unsuccessfully demanding that the agency reveal its internal communication
pertaining to the paper.

Despite the fierce controversy around the paper, its contents were widely
disseminated by the media. It was also prominently referenced during the Paris
conference in November and December 2015, at the conclusion of which world
leaders promised to transfer $100 billion per year from wealthier countries to
poorer ones to fight climate change, and vowed to ensure that temperatures do
not rise by more than 2C.

Bates, who has served as a member of the board of directors of the American
Geophysical Union (AGU) and was awarded the US Department of Commerce
Gold Medal in 2014 for his work in collecting and archiving climate data, says
he was driven by public alarm that President Donald Trump, a noted climate
change sceptic, would order the defunding of key agencies, and the deletion of
temperature records.

“How ironic it is that there is now this idea that Trump is going to trash climate
data, when key decisions were earlier taken by someone whose responsibility it
was to maintain its integrity – and failed,” Bates said.
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Dr. John Bates, former NCDC Principal Scientist.

Having retired from NOAA last year, the scientist, who has since opened a
private consultancy firm, said his words could spark reform at an agency that
had employed him for three decades.

“I’m hoping that this will be a wake-up call to the climate science community… I
want to address the systemic problems. I don’t care whether modifications to
the datasets make temperatures go up or down. But I want the observations to
speak for themselves, and for that, there needs to be a new emphasis that
ethical standards must be maintained.”

Karl denies faking data

Reaction to the revelations has predictably split along previous allegiances.

Karl, who also left his post last year, denied to the Mail on Sunday that he was
preparing the paper specifically for the Paris conference, and said he did not
properly archive and disclose his data, as it is a “process that takes a long
time.”

The Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment at
the London School of Economics said that one of the graphs used in the article
was deceptive, and that the article as a whole was “fake news to mislead the
public and policymakers about the scientific evidence for climate change.”

Michael E. Mann, the Penn State scientist responsible for the since discredited
hockey-stick temperature graph, called the article the “latest denialist smear
against #NOAA scientists” in a tweet.

CONFIRMED: @NOAA rushed 2015 climate change study to
publication to support Obama's climate agenda despite underlying
data issues

— Sci,Space,&Tech Cmte (@HouseScience) February 5, 2017

But Lamar Smith thanked Bates “for courageously stepping forward to tell the
truth about NOAA’s senior officials playing fast and loose with the data in order
to meet a politically predetermined conclusion.”

NOAA, AGU, and Science, the journal that published the 2015 paper, have all
released statements, saying that they are aware of the revelations, without
committing to a judgement on their substance.
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Silicon Valley Oligarchs

Uncovered Running

Trillions of Dollars of Political

Fraud

Crimes!

- Investigators accidentally discover rigged “Climate Change” data has

connections to Silicon Valley organized crime scheme

- The Silicon Valley Mafia scammed the entire world in order to run a ponzi

scheme

- Polar bears didn’t die but witnesses to the crimes did

- The climate is changing but John Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric

Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod Khosla and Steve Jurvetson manipulated fear in

order to scam trillions of dollars

By Citizen Sleuths 2.0

Washington, DC - Federal investigators have uncovered evidence of dramatic fraud in

Federal Science Agency research regarding climate change.

Who cares?

What does a rain storm or two have to do with our lives in this economically troubled

world?

Has anyone every tried to punch you in the nose for saying you do, or don’t, believe in

Santa Claus? Why would people punch you in the nose and scream in front of the U.S.

Congress about believing in, or not believing in, Climate Change? The answer is: CASH!

The Climate Change issue in Government has virtually nothing to do with the climate,

environment or anything even remotely organic or natural.

What would you do to have every Hollywood teenage dream come true? If you were a

spoiled fraternity-house raised Stanford alumni upper crust male you would would want

to have sex with a different supermodel escort every night. You would want to buy new

Tesla’s and Ferrari’s every month and have dinner made for you at the most expensive

restaurants in town every night. You would fly to the base camp of Mount Everest, to a

snow field in Antarctica and to Paris, just to take selfies to show your bro-buddies. You

would buy a different Brioni silk tie every day. You would buy the best heroin and

cocaine every week. Generally, you would spend $30,000 a week on crazy self-indulgent
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show-off crap.

You would be addicted to your hubris and narcissism. To keep that life-style going, you

might even kill some people.

That is how bad things are in this scandal.

A group of forensic researchers made a science-data fact study of what was going to

happen socio-financially when Obama announced that “climate change” was going to

end life on Earth. An interesting discovery occurred. The discovery had nothing to do

with Polar bears, Amazon forests or dolphins. It had to do with The Mafia!

The Silicon Mafia.

It turns out that if the United States had made “Climate Change” a national agency-

dedicated budget issue, only 7 men would have had the key profiteering windows in that

policy event: John Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod

Khosla and Steve Jurvetson. Those men happen to be the key bosses of The Silicon

Mafia.

Those men were the key financiers and internet information manipulators of Barack

Obama and Hillary Clinton’s political campaigns. It was a Pied Piper Scam. They said

they would get rid of your snowstorms but they took all of your tax money and corrupted

your government instead!

Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton were massively promoting Climate Change as a

national agency-dedicated budget issue.

Get it? Even though there is some Climate Change going on, Barack Obama and Hillary

Clinton, ironically, had staged the issue so that only their campaign financiers owned

the companies that they said could “solve the problem”, and, they said the Government

had to give those 7 billionaires trillions of taxpayer dollars. What a coincidence!

The weirdest part of the realization is that it was Democrat GAO and OPM

investigators, who describe themselves as green energy lefties and whale loving

outdoors fans, who discovered the scam.

In the new Trump Administration, the lefties are scrambling to try to hang on to the

last shreds of greenie environmentalism. Before the last of them got bounced out of the

new Alt-Right Washington, DC, they started leaking White House phone transcripts

and climate data. Alas, some of the agency research data turned out to prove that the

climate data had been faked in order to buy some new private jets and hookers for the

Silicon Valley billionaires.

This was a twelve trillion dollar scam. If the Obama, or proposed Clinton

Administration had fully executed on their Climate Change schemes: John Doerr, Elon

Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod Khosla, Steve Jurvetson and their

crony’s would have gotten twelve trillion dollars of the public’s state and federal tax

funds piped directly into The Silicon Mafia’s personal bank accounts. Numerous

investigators have now published reports that the climate change “facts” were faked in

order to steer government funds to Silicon Valley campaign financiers.

John Doerr’s Kleiner Perkins Company has an employee named Al Gore as a venture
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capitalist. Al Gore makes movies and lectures about how climate change will kill us all if

we don’t give Kleiner Perkin’s hundreds of billions of dollars. Kleiner Perkins, Google

Ventures, Khosla Ventures and a little rat pack of corrupt venture capitalists hired

McKinsey Consulting to figure out what the biggest government funds scam in history

could be. They wanted to find a fake issue that would capture the imagination of the

public, be “non-objectionable” (unlike abortions) and get easy pass-through by

Congressional budget offices, ie: “It will save the polar bears, we must do it..”. Let us be

clear, the climate IS changing but everybody EXCEPT Kleiner Perkins and Khosla

Ventures cares about the polar bears. They care about how much cash they can get to

buy hookers and private jets!

The family and friends of dead people who blew the whistle on the Silicon Mafia’s

climate payola scheme claim that either John Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric

Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod Khosla or Steve Jurvetson had their family members

killed to try to cover up the epic crime. Check out the strange deaths of Gary D. Conley;

reporters David Bird, David Werner, Micheal Hastings, Aaron Swartz, Dominic di

Natale & Andrew Breitbart; Rajeev Motwani; Forrest Hayes; Ravi Kumar; Dave

Goldberg; Karl Slym; Doug Bourn; Danny Lewin, Seth Rich and over 185 others. All

dead; All connected to whistle-blowing on John Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric

Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod Khosla, Steve Jurvetson and their crony’s. If they didn’t

kill you with a bullet or poison they killed your life with character assassination attacks

by their Gawker Media, Media Matters or Think Progress attack dog facades.

CBS News investigative TV series 60 Minutes did a segment called: The Cleantech

Crash. The episode began to examine the crony corruption that the climate change

kickbacks had schemed up. The world famous reporter Bob Simon, much loved as a hard

charging CBS News go-getter, was suddenly killed in an out-of-the-blue car crash. CBS

News reporter Cheryl Atkisson then had a number of Obama White House ordered hit-

jobs run against her. John Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly,

Vinod Khosla, Steve Jurvetson and their crony’s were serious about keeping their scam

covered up. The Silicon Mafia had a mob-lieutenant in Washington named John

Podesta. Podesta was the modern Sidney Blumenthal of hit jobs. Email leaks of his

private emails shows Podesta and his partners ordering associates to act “Like the

Mafia”.

Everything was going along swimmingly. The scheme got slowed down in the Obama

Administration but all of the same players had cloned their play over to Hillary

Clinton’s operation and had doubled in the support of an emerging boss: Tom Steyer.

The scene was set to exceed even the twelve trillion dollar payola projections.

Then the hand of fate played its Trump card! Their scam went sideways.

If you are a taxpayer reading this then call the White House and email Congress;

Demand arrests!

Don’t let these crimes slide. These manipulations of your trust and your tax dollars are

a horrible transgression against YOU!

Greenpeace is already saving the polar bears and the seals. 52 groups are already

saving the rain forests. All of the trees, fish and animals are already getting saved by

armies of community service groups. Nobody needs the Silicon Valley billionaire nut-

jobs to do anything!
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Save yourselves and save America from the Silicon Valley Mafia. Demand that federal

law enforcement arrest and jail: John Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Tom Steyer, Eric

Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod Khosla and Steve Jurvetson for racketeering, corruption,

fraud and homicide!

The facts prove the crimes. The facts are indisputable. The facts don’t lie, but the Silicon

Mafia does lie in order to scrap billions of dollars of unjust rewards into their Cayman

Island hide-aways every month.

In the most twisted irony of this whole mess John Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Tom

Steyer, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod Khosla and Steve Jurvetson hate Donald

Trump more than anyone on Earth. They accidentally made Donald Trump become

President of the United States by running such an overt crime spree, using government

money, that the nation demanded a Trump that can go in and “drain the swamp” of

Silicon Valley’s corruption. California news outlets are controlled by Silicon Valley and

are not allowed to cover the Silicon Valley corruption; thus, Californians are minimally

informed about how bad these guys are..the rest of the nation, though, does read about

the Silicon Mafia in non-tech titan controlled news!

However you feel about climate change, you have to believe that racketeering,

corruption, homicide and fraud demand a federal prison sentence! These men are

criminals and any person, agency or reporter who looks the other way, takes no action or

covers up their crimes deserves to be arrested and/or fired!
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The House Science Committee claims scientists faked climate change data—

here’s what you should know

Even if NOAA fabricated data, the evidence still supports climate change Donald LeRoi,

NOAA Southwest Fisheries Science Center Climate scientists have worked hard for

decades to prove climate change. Why is the US House Committee on Science, Space

and ...

cached

http://www.rawstory.com/2017/02/the-ho[...]hange-data-heres-what-you-should-know/

NASA / NOAA Climate Data Is Fake Data

NOAA shows the Earth red hot in December, with record heat in central Africa.

However, when Gavin is confronted about his obviously bogus temperature graphs, he

defends by saying “it is not my data, I get it from NOAA.” In fact, all of the supposedly ...

cached

https://realclimatescience.com/2017/02[...]2/nasa-noaa-climate-data-is-fake-data/

US govt agency manipulated data to exaggerate climate change –

whistleblower

“They had good data from buoys ... and that the article as a whole was “fake news to

mislead the public and policymakers about the scientific evidence for climate change.”

Michael E. Mann, the Penn State scientist responsible for the since ...

cached

https://www.rt.com/news/376512-whistleblower-noaa-pausebuster-fake/

ClimateGate 2 - NOAA Whistleblower Claims World Leaders Fooled By Fake

Global Warming Data

Britain's Mail on Sunday today revealed astonishing evidence that the organisation that
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is the world’s leading source of climate data rushed to publish a landmark paper that

exaggerated global warming and was timed to influence the historic Paris ...

cached

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-02-[...]leaders-fooled-fake-global-warming-dat

Top scientist reveals how government fakes climate data to create ‘global

warming’

A top National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) scientist says that

agency deliberately faked global climate data in hopes it would scare world leaders into

ratifying a United Nations climate agreement. Dr. John J. Bates, former principal ...

cached

http://americanlibertypac.com/2017/02/[...]es-climate-data-create-global-warming/

Global warming world map based largely on “fake science” … NOAA caught in

blatant temperature data fraud

they simply make up whatever data they need to fulfill their apocalyptic climate

doomsday beliefs driven by quack science. Follow more news on FAKE SCIENCE at

FakeScience.news. Via Real Climate Science: NOAA shows the Earth red hot in

December, with record ...

cached

http://www.naturalnews.com/2017-02-05-[...]in-blatant-temperature-data-fraud.html

DELINGPOLE: NOAA Scandal Gives Trump The Perfect Excuse To Drain The

Climate Swamp

Trump is now in the perfect position to demand that climate-related scientific bodies in

receipt of government funding (ie all of them) make their code and data available to the

... now, those fake experts at NASA and NOAA will be out of a job, replaced ...

cached

http://www.breitbart.com/big-governmen[...]ect-excuse-to-drain-the-climate-swamp/
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